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Naya London is an online retailer which was founded in 2006. 

At the time of the brand’s launch, the British high street lacked quality products with naturally 

effective ingredients. The professional haircare market was also dominated by individuals who 

barely invested in research and development for black hair care. As a collective, black men and 

women were an afterthought in the industry. 

Naya London has changed this narrative. They have taken the hair distribution market by storm. 

As a black, female-owned business, the brand prides itself on distributing niche, professional 

and highly acclaimed hair care as well as colouring and hair smoothing systems directly to high-

end Afro and European hair salons. 

In March 2020, the business world faced what was probably one of their biggest challenges to 

date: COVID-19. Naya London made a quick transition from B2B and set up an online shop, 

where they continued to sell products from industry-leading brands to their global customer 

base. 

Naya is home to some of the most reputable brands in the haircare industry. Visitors can expect 

to find products from brands such as As I am, Wet Brush, Shea Moisture, Flora and Curl, Aunt 

Jackie’s, Camille Rose to niche brands such as Skin Gourmet and Saryna Keys. The site is the go-

to destination for quality brands that cater to all hair and skin types. New lines are also added to 

the site on a monthly basis. In the near future, customers can expect to see a designated men’s 

shop with skin, hair and beard products, which comprise of anti-inflammatory, moisture-

boosting ingredients which are dermatologically approved. 

As a retailer operating in a fast-paced industry, Naya London makes a habit of staying up to date 

with current market trends. Industry insights are at the heart of every decision the brand makes, 

and the result is always new and innovative products that help clients achieve their desired look 

as well as compliment their natural beauty.  



Naya London is also committed to supporting and elevating the voices of entrepreneurial 

women, providing them with a free networking brunch quarterly so that they can network, gain 

support, advice and have access to mentors who can guide them throughout their business 

journeys. 

Naya London is more than an online shop. With the brand’s expertise and passion for all things 

hair, beauty and business, they are also making a name for themselves as a sought-after 

empowerment platform. 

For more information, please contact vanessa@naya.london  

Naya London can also be found on the following online platforms: 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/nayabeautyofficial  

Instagram: www.instagram.com/nayaldn 


